11:40 ITSARUSH.CO.ZA WELCOMES YOU MAIDEN JUVENILE PLATE (Fillies) (For Maiden 2-year-old Fillies) Turf Straight Stake: R74,000 1000m

1 EDMONDA 2Bf A C Greff 7 T Gould 00
2 FARRYLAND 2Bf Y Brenner 6 G Zayedi 00
3 OYSTER BAR 2Bf S B Kotzen 10 L Machewa 6F08
4 PIERRA 2Bf A C Greff 9 R Frew 2F08
5 PROMOTION OF ALL 2Bf T Spies 7 K Menner 00
6 SCARRABOURGH FAIR 2Bf S B Kotzen 2 W Agrella 00
7 STEADY BREEZE 2Bf G D Smith 3 M Yeni 00
8 TANTO AMOR 2Bf G D Smith 1 L Heawston 00
9 WORLD SPROUT 2Chf S Tjesse 8 J Penny 00
10 YODAVIDUS 2Bf G D Smith 5 J Mphanya 00

Same Trainer - NOT COUPLED on Tote: (1 & 4) (2 & 8) (3 & 6) (5 & 9) (7 & 10)

BETTING: No forecast available.

TIPS: 4 PERRA 2 FARRYLAND PROMISING OF ALL 7 STEADY BREEZE

5 14:10 WEBTOTE.CO.ZA MR 72 DIVIDED HANDICAP [Open] Turf Right-Hand Turn Stake: R69,000 2000m

1 CHAPPAUDDICK 4Bg G D Smith 13 S Khathi 60 6E20 4F18 6E19
2 GRANDISSIMO 3Bg Y Brenner 8 L Heawston 00 6F16 1F24 4F24
3 MAHIR 4Bg S B Kotzen 7 L Machewa 58 58 6F15 1E20
4 SEEKING WISDOM 4Chf S B Kotzen 7 L Machewa 58 58 6F16 3E20
5 LEADMAN 3Bg T J Laing 12 C Maujean 57 57 5F16 1F16
6 COUNTRY ROCK 3Bf G D Smith 3 R Frew 56 56 5F16 2F05
7 TITUS 3Bg J Varden 2 D Sevy 55 55 5E20 1F16
8 KEANAN’S ROCK 4Bf G D Smith 10 S Frew 54 54 3F16 1F16
9 IT’S MY WAY 4Bf S B Kotzen 6 T Gould 52 52 5F16 2F05
10 SEAS (Audit) 4Bg G D Smith 9 M Yeni 52 52 5E20 2F16

Same Trainer - NOT COUPLED on Tote: (1 & 10 & 13) (3 & 7 & 12) (4 & 9)

TIPS: 6 SEAS (Audit) 4Bf KEANAN’S ROCK 3Bf IT’S MY WAY 10 SEAS (Audit)

5 15:40 TAB PAYS THE FULL DIVIDEND, NO LIMIT MR 66 HANDICAP [Open] Turf Right-Hand Turn Stake: R69,000 2000m

1 CAPTAIN MAROONED 3Bg T J Laing 8 C Maujean 60 3E13 2F16 6F14
2 SEVILLE 3Bf A C Greff 6 R Frew 60 6O16 2O15 1E15
3 COYOTE CREEK 4Bg Y Brenner 6 L Heawston 58 58 6F15 1E16
4 STAR BURST 3Chf S B Kotzen 3 L Machewa 54 54 5E16 1F16
5 MAHIR 3Bf G D Smith 7 J Mphanya 52 52 5E16 1F16
6 AVENMORE 3Bg G D Smith 1 M Yeni 52 52 5E16 4E11
7 NEVE DE RAPPE 4Bg G D Smith 4 K Zechner 51 51 5E16 2E12
8 THE DICTATOR 4Bg JVA Strydom 4 K Zechner 51 51 5E16 2E12

Same Trainer - NOT COUPLED on Tote: (4 & 6)

BETTING: 8-10 RACERUNNER, CIF 1-2, 3-1, 4-1, 5-1, 8-1, 9-1, 10-1 UNDERHANDS OTHERS

HEADGEAR: BLINKERS ON: MARMALADE SKY.BUTTERFLIES: 1-4 & 7-8 & 9 & 10
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NEXT FAIRVIEW RACE MEETING IS WEDNESDAY 23 JANUARY GRADUATION PLATE (Maidens, 1 & 2 time winners) Turf Straight Stake: R76,000 1200m

1. ADRIANO'S TRIUMPH 3Chg  T J Laing  9  D Maape  60  2F12  8E12  1F10
2. TUNDA 3Bg  G D Smith  7  M Yeni  57  3F14  8E12  1F12
3. VOICES OF LIGHT 3Bg  A C Greeff  10  R Fourie  57  5E10  2E12  1F10
4. SHADOW CATCHER *3Bg  T J Laing  5  K Minnie  57  6E14  8G12  1N12
5. POPPIFY 4Ch  A C Greeff  1  T Gould  57  9E10  1F12  4E10
6. OPEN FIRE 3Bg  Y Bremner  3  L Hewston  56.5  1F14  4F16  0F14
7. JEPHTHAH 3Bg  V H Marshall  12  M Byeveld  56.5  7K10  3K10  8K11
8. SKY NO MORE 3Bg  G Peddock  6  S Fortune  56  0F14  3E10  9E13
9. ROYAL FORT 3Bg  G D Smith  8  J Mphanya  56  1F12  0F14  9E13
10. ROBUS 3Bg  JVA Strydom  11  S Decy  56  4E10  4F12  0F10
11. EL CHEEPO 3Bg  JVA Strydom  4  S Naidoo  55  3E10  5F14  0F16
12. CHESTNUT WILD 6Bg  JVA Strydom  2  K Zechner  55  6F12  8F10  0F16

Same Trainer - NOT COUPLED on Tote: (1 & 4 & 11) (2 & 9) (3 & 5) (10 & 12)

BETTING: 3-1 JEPHTHAH; 7 -2 VOICES OF LIGHT; 9-2 ADRIANO’S TRIUMPH; 6-1 OPEN FIRE; 10-1 TUNDA; 12-1 AND UPWARDS OTHERS.

HEADGEAR CHANGE: BLINKERS ON: EL CHEEPO. BLINKERS OFF: ADRIANO’S TRIUMPH.

TIPS: 7 JEPHTHAH’S VOICES OF LIGHT 1 ADRIANO’S TRIUMPH 2 TUNDA

HOW TO READ FIELDS: Runner info shown as follows: Runner; Horse; Age; colour; sex; Trainer; Draw (position in starting gate); Jockey; Weight to be carried included rider & equipment; Last 3 runs with most recent on right. After horse name: *=Blinkers; !=Pacifiers; ()=Blinkers/Pacifiers; §=Cheek Pieces; x=Eye Shield; ‡=Visor; ?=Hood; *=apprentice. Last three runs are shown in order of finishing position; racecourse; distance; lengths beaten. Thus 3V12 is third at Vaal over 1200m lengths behind the winner. If underscored 1T12, the race followed a rest of 60 days or more.
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